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A new study from a leading business school shows excessive innovation
in Formula 1 technology isn’t always a good thing. Formula 1 racing
teams that continually explore new innovations in an attempt to gain a
competitive advantage may actually be damaging their chances of
success.

According to Cass Business School researchers, a focus on improving
existing F1 technology, rather than trying to invent the next best thing,

yields greater success.

At Cass, part of City University London, Dr Paolo Aversa led a research team which statistically examined all
the strategic factors influencing Formula 1 competitions between the 1981 and 2010 seasons.

They found that adapting car technology to regulation changes is more beneficial than pioneering new
innovative solutions. This is particularly prevalent in years when the FIA forces teams to implement major
changes to their cars’ technology.

Exploring new technological solutions push the already high level of complexity beyond the teams’ expertise,
thus reducing the effectiveness and reliability of the technological innovation.

The researchers use the 2009 season to explain these dynamics. Two young and relatively inexperienced teams
won first place (Brawn GP) and second place (Red Bull) in the Constructor Championship, together taking 14
of that season’s 17 races.

This was, say the boffins, because in 2009 both Brawn GP and Red Bull developed a basic, reliable, no-frills F1
car.  Both avoided ‘the kers system’, which was not a mandatory requirement, and which at that time was an
underdeveloped and unreliable technology.

The study is part of an international research project aimed at understanding the drivers of performance in
the Formula 1 industry.
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Ken Hurst began his career as a journalist in London over 30 years ago, working on a range of publications before moving on to
weekly newspaper production in the newly-independent Zambia of the 1970s. He returned to the UK where his work included
spells on newspapers and magazines, before moving to head up Norwich Union’s corporate affairs division. In the 1990s he
moved on to freelance, co-own and publish the B2B audio magazine Sound and front the BBC radio Yesterday’s Papers
programme. There followed six years as Business Editor at Britain’s biggest selling regional daily newspaper, The Eastern Daily
Press, where he led an award-winning team and for whom he still writes a weekly socio/political comment column. Subsequently,
he was Group Editorial Director at CBM, responsible for its UK and US magazine output – including The Manufacturer magazine
– research-driven industry reports and live events content. Currently he is Contributing Editor at Works Management magazine
publisher Findlay Media and Chairman of the consumer publishing house TNT Multimedia Ltd. He is a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Arts and of the British Association of Communicators in Business.
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